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Wonder¡ng + Ponder¡ng
The muse is typically seen as a silent, fetishized 
woman who is inspiring just because she is 
beautiful. And even though for a long time, women's 
opportunities in art were limited to modeling, Céline 
Sciamma claims that the models were co-creating 
the art by being one of the brains in the room and 
helping to guide the artist. Her goal was to portray 
that and to make a love story and a creation dialogue 
with equality in her film Portrait of a Lady on Fire.

Season 03
JUNE 07
Yesterday
UK, 2019. M 116 min 
Director: Danny Boyle 

JUNE 21 
Ága
Bulgaria/Russia, 2018. 
PG  97 min 
Director: Milko Lazarov   

JULY 12 
The 400 Blows 
France, 1959. PG 95 min 
Director: François Truffaut 

JULY 26 
Portrait of a Lady on Fire  
France, 2019. M  121 min 
Director: Céline Sciamma

V o l u m e  6 3 :  N u m b e r  0 3  J u n  /  J u l  2 0 2 1  |  r e s i l i e n c e



I n Lowestoft UK, Jack Malik is a 
frustrated musician whose musical 
career is going nowhere despite 

the faith that his friend/manager Ellie 
Appleton has in him. However, on the 
night Jack decides to give up, the whole 
world is momentarily hit with a massive 
blackout during which Jack is hit by 
a bus. Upon regaining consciousness, 
Jack learns to his astonishment that he is 
apparently now the only one who knows 
the music of the Beatles. Realizing 
this improbable opportunity, Jack 

SCREENING. June 07
1 hour 56 minutes. 

RATED.  M 

Released
UK, 2019. COMEDY. 
Directed by
DANNY BOYLE
Starring
HIMESH PATEL
LILY JAMES
SOPHIA DI MARTINO 

Yesterday
begins playing the music of one of the 
world's greatest rock bands, claiming 
it as his own. It pays off quickly and 
Jack becomes a worldwide musical 
sensation. However, Jack finds himself 
drifting away from Ellie, only realizing 
his love for her when she has become 
intimidated by his success, which 
depends on a blatant plagiarization that 
no one could find out. Now, Jack must 
make a fundamental moral decision 
about his music to satisfy his conscience 
as he decides what he truly needs.
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SCREENING.  Jun 21
1hour 36 minutes 

RATED.  PG

Released
RUSSIA, 2018. DRAMA. 
Directed by
MILKO LAZAROV
Starring
MIKHAIL APROSIMOV
FEODOSIA IVANOVA
SERGEI EGOROV 

Ága

I n a yurt on the snow-covered fields 
of the North, Nanook and Sedna 
live following the traditions of their 

ancestors. 
Alone in the wilderness, they look 

like the last people on Earth. Nanook 
and Sedna's traditional way of life 
starts changing - slowly, but inevitably. 
Hunting becomes more and more 
difficult, the animals around them die 
from inexplicable deaths and the ice has 
been melting earlier every year. 

Chena, who visits them regularly, 

is their only connection to the outside 
world - and to their daughter Ága, who 
has left the icy tundra a long time ago 
due to family feud. When Sedna's health 
deteriorates, Nanook decides to fulfill 
her wish. He embarks on a long journey 
in order to find Ága.

Note: the main characters are not 
actually Inuit. They are Yakuts. It is 
a distinct group whose language is  
closer to Turkish than the Aleut  
language family.
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SCREENING. July 12
1 hour 39 minutes.

RATED.  PG 

Released
FRANCE, 1959. DRAMA. 
Directed by
FRANÇOIS TRUFFAUT
Starring
JEAN-PIERRE LÉAUD
ALBERT RÉMY
CLAIRE MAURIER 

The 400 Blows 

F or young Parisian boy Antoine 
Doinel, life is one difficult 
situation after another. 

Surrounded by inconsiderate adults, 
including his neglectful parents, Antoine 
spends his days with his best friend, 
Rene, trying to plan for a better life. 

When one of their schemes goes 

awry, Antoine ends up in trouble with 
the law, leading to even more conflicts 
with unsympathetic authority figures. 
His is the story of a 13-year-old wild 
child whose adventures were based 
on director Francois Truffaut's own 
adolescence.

MY STARBOX SCORE   . . . . .  / 5

MEMORABLE QUOTES . . .

MY  REVIEW
Favourite part was . . .  I thought / the critics thought . . .  I would recommend it to . . .
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O n an isolated island in Brittany 
at the end of the 18th century 
France a young painter, 

Marianne, is commissioned to do the 
wedding portrait of Héloïse without her 
knowing. Therefore, Marianne must 
observe her model by day to paint her 
portrait at night. Day by day, the two 
women become closer as they share 
Héloïse's last moments of freedom 
before the impending wedding.

Céline Sciamma’s remarkable 
lesbian love story offers up some 
poignant lessons about loving your 

SCREENING. July 26
2 hours 2 minutes. 

RATED.  M

Released
FRANCE, 2019. ROMANCE. 
Directed by
CÉLINE SCIAMMA
Starring
NOÉMIE MERLANT
ADÈLE HAENEL
LUÀNA BAJRAMI 

Portrait of a Lady on Fire 
hardest despite the future’s uncertainties. 
It is entirely of Sciamma’s creation. She 
wrote and directed the project, all the 
while collaborating with Haenel, who 
plays Héloïse, and with whom she was 
in a romantic relationship. 

In an interview with Vox, she told 
her inspiration was the James Cameron 
movie Titanic – it imbues so much power 
in the gift of memory, of treasuring 
human connection and joy and pleasure, 
of being truly seen by another person, a 
story of love’s triumphs against the ever-
present backdrop of pain and despair.

MY STARBOX SCORE   . . . . .  / 5

MEMORABLE QUOTES . . .

MY  REVIEW
Favourite part was . . .  I thought / the critics thought . . .  I would recommend it to . . .
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In our age of technology, it is hard to imagine a time 
when we couldn’t watch a movie from the comfort of 
our own home. However, this luxury did not become a 
reality until the mid to late 1970s. 

When Sony released Betamax to the Japanese 
market on May 10, 1975, the world of home viewing 
entertainment would begin its transformation. This new 
analog videocassette magnetic tape recording devices 
eventually created an affordable way for people to watch 
movies at home, whenever they wanted. Originally, film 
studios and video distributors thought the public would 
only want to rent movies, but as these machines became 
affordable, more and more people wanted to build their 
own movie libraries. The society we lived in was about 
to change forever.

How did Betamax get its name? Beta is the Japanese 
word describing how information was recorded on the 
tape and as the tape ran through the transport, it appeared 
to look like the beta symbol from the Greek alphabet. 
Max was taken from maximum to imply greatness.

The Betamax was released into the market first, but 
the desire to create a consumer friendly video recording/
playing device was a technology many companies were 
trying to develop. It only took a year for Victor Company 
of Japan (JVC), to produce their own analog recording 
videotape cassette technology. JVC’s Video Home 
System product, better known as VHS, would begin the 
Videotape Format War. In a short period of time, Beta 
went from having 100% of the market, to fighting for 
its life.

Recording time was a big factor in VHS’s dominance 
over Betamax. The original Betamax only had 60 
minutes of recording time, while VHS doubled that 
at 120 minutes. Each company continually worked to 
improve their recording time. The ultimate goal was 4 
hours, because that was the average time an American 
football game ran on television. While great strides were 
made in increasing recording time, the picture quality 
would decrease in quality as time increased. Beta had 
the better picture quality and Sony engineers did not 
feel the sacrifice between picture and time was worth 
it. However, the normal television sets of the time were 
not powerful enough to make a noticeable difference in 
clarity to all but the biggest film enthusiast. VHS was 
able to put out a cheaper machine and this made a big 
difference in the consumer’s spending choice. The lower 
price also meant a wider availability of rental machines 
and cassettes for people to choose from.

In the end, JVC’s decision to license their VHS 
technology to most of the large electronic companies 
like Panasonic, RCA, Magnavox, Quasar, Zenith and 
many more allowed the technology to grow rapidly, 
spread swiftly and drop in price quickly. Sony’s attempt 
to dictate the industry standard backfired. The video 
format war is now examined by businesses and become 
the classic case study in marketing.

Only a few years after the Betamax and VHS tapes 
entered the market, the first commercial optical disc 
storage medium became available to the public. Laser 
disc technology was invented by David Paul Gregg and 
James Russell back in 1958 and was first patented in 
1961. However, it would be the MCA DiscoVision that 
first put the LaserDisc on North American shelves. It 
was released in 1978 and Jaws would be the first movie 
offered in this new format.

Although it was a success in Japan and some of the 
richer areas in Southeast Asia, LaserDisc was never able 
to fully break into the American and European markets. 
From a technical standpoint, LaserDisc was a far 
superior product than its VHS or Betamax competitors. 
LaserDisc’s audio and video quality surpassed anything 
that could be achieved on tape. To give you an idea 
of picture quality; VHS had a resolution of 240 TVL 
(Television Lines), while LaserDic was between 425-
440 TVL lines. A LaserDic could play both analog and 
digital audio. This allowed for “Special Edition” features 
like director's commentary tracks to be added into a 
film. The formating also allowed people to instantly 
jump around to any part of the movie. This was a huge 
advantage over VHS and Betamax tapes that could 
only be fast forwarded, rewound or paused. However, 
this quality came at a price. The discs were the size of 
a record and weighed close to half a pound. Each side 
could only hold 30 to 60 minutes of information, so discs 
had to be flipped in the middle of the movie and some 
films required more than one disc. The discs were also 
easily damaged. The players were loud, because of the 
amount of power needed to spin these large discs at the 
proper speed. Ultimately, it was the much higher cost for 
both the players and videos that turned people away. The 
last movie to be released was January 14, 2009.

LaserDisc may not have been able to dominate the 
market when it was release, but its technology would 
be the foundation for CD, DVDs and Blu-rays that took 
home entertainment to the next level.

DVD: The Digital Video Disc was invented in 1995 by 
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Philips, Sony, Toshiba and Panasonic. 
This small, lightweight disc was able 
to hold vast amounts of information 
and had many applications in our 
evolving electronic world. The 
movie industry was excited about 
this new technology and jumped on 
the opportunities it presented. These 
discs were able to show movies 
with amazing picture and sound 
quality. A DVDs lifespan was also 
significantly longer than tape. The 
tape used in VHS was known for 
wearing out after too much use. Most 
importantly, they offered a cheap 
way to implement the interactive 
features that LaserDisc owners 
loved. While a LaserDisc retailed 
for almost 100 dollars, these DVDs 
could be sold for 20 dollars. This let 
movie studios push the sale of their 
movies directly on consumers, rather 
than through the rental market. This 
led to a huge revenue stream for 
production companies.

Blu-ray gets its name from the 
blue laser used to read the discs. The 
blue wavelength allows information 
to be stored at a higher density than 
the longer-wavelength red laser that 
was used for DVDs.

HD DVD vs. Blu-ray: In the mid 
1990s, technological advancements 
had allowed high definition 
televisions to reach a price point 
that made them attractive to many 
consumers. As more homes started 
having these high quality image tv 
sets in their living room, the race 
was on to find the next generation 
of formating for movies. This would 
lead to another format war. Toshiba 
released the High-Definition/
Density DVD (HD DVD) in 2006. 
The Last Samurai, Million Dollar 
Baby, The Phantom of the Opera and 
Serenity would be the first movies 
available in this new format. A group 
representing makers of consumer 
electronics, computer hardware, and 
motion pictures formed their own 
research group called the Blu-ray 
Disc Association. This association 
had been working on their own 
next generation DVD for a while. 
Sony released a prototype of their 
new technology in 2000 and in 

2006 began the wide release of the 
Blu-ray player. The first movies 
offered on Blu-ray would be 50 First 
Dates, The Fifth Element, Hitch, 
House of Flying Daggers, Twister, 
Underworld: Evolution, xXx and 
The Terminator.

 Both formats wanted to avoid 
another costly marketing war. 
Unfortunately negotiations for a 
compromise could never be reached 
and the next format war was on. The 
HD-DVD started off strong. HD-
DVD had more titles available than 
Blu-ray and the first wave of Blu-
ray players did not inspire consumer 
confidence. Buyers felt the machines 
were buggy and too expensive. 
However, Sony ran an aggressive 
and successful marketing campaign. 
They were also able to use their larger 
presence in home entertainment 
to their advantage. Sony had their 
popular game console, PlayStation 
3, use a Blu-ray Disc player for 
its primary storage. This allowed 
gamers to play their favorite video 
games and watch Blu-ray movies 
on the same system, eliminating the 
need to buy a separate player. Blu-
ray began outselling HD DVDs in 
January of 2007. It would not be 
long before Blu-rays were selling 
two dics for every one HD DVD. 
Major studios soon stopped releasing 
their movies on HD DVD. Warner 
Brothers was the last major studio 
to release their films on HD DVD 
and Blu-ray. When they announced 
in January of 2008 that their movies 
would no longer be available on HD 
DVD, the second format war was all 
but over. 

Streaming: Movie streaming 
has revolutionized the home 
entertainment experience. The 
basis for the technology goes all 
the way back to the early 1920s, 
when George O. Squier acquired the 
patents for a system that transmitted 
and distributed signals over electrical 
lines. However, it would not be till 
the late 80s that personal computers 
started to became powerful enough 
to realize its potential. In 1995 
Microsoft developed ActiveMovie, 
which allowed people to stream 

media from their computers. In 1999, 
Apple would introduce QuickTime 4 
and from there the technology started 
to grow rapidly. By 2002 Adobe 
Flash has been adopted as the most 
widely used format for streaming 
video content. 

On February 14, 2005, three 
former PayPal employees launched 
their own small internet company. 
Chad Hurley, Steve Chen and Jawed 
Karim set their headquarters above a 
pizzeria and Japanese restaurant in 
San Mateo, California and gave the 
world YouTube. This video-sharing 
website brought internet videos to 
a whole new level. With bandwidth, 
internet connections and processing 
power all growing quickly, the field 
was set for movie streaming.

Netflix was no stranger to the 
dot-com business and knew how 
to capitalize on this new era of 
technology. They originally opened 
in in 1997 as an online movie rental 
business. People would rent films 
from their site and Netflix mailed 
them the physical DVD. They have 
been hailed as one of the most 
successful dot-com businesses ever. 

In 2007, Netflix would start their 
movie streaming service and by 
2010 they had become the largest 
evening, internet traffic source in 
North America. Today, almost every 
movie studio, television station or 
movie rental show offers to stream 
some portion of their video libraries.

In a world where people are able 
to watch movies on their televisions, 
computers or phones, streaming 
videos has become the dominant 
source of movie watching. People are 
now able to watch movies anywhere 
and at anytime. It has allowed people 
to have Instant control over their 
viewing desires and be freed from 
the physical obstacles of having to 
deal with a tangible object that takes 
up space. − Geekdom

This article is an excerpt from—
ReelRundown and can be found at 
the following source: 
ht tps: / /reelrundown.com/fi lm-
industry/The-History-Of-Home-
Movie-Entertainment.
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Official Secrets 
By the Grace  

of God 
Sorry We Missed 

You 
Les Misérables 

Can You Ever 

Forgive Me? 
Working Woman 

Pavarotti 
Capernaum 

Yesterday 
Àga 

400 Blows 
Portrait of a Lady 

on Fire 

Rosie 
Pain and Glory 

The Farewell 
Toy Story 4 

The Heiresses 

2040 

The Third Wife 

The Favourite 

For Sama 

Top End Wedding 

STAR BOX  
SCORES

News from the Committee

The committee met on May 18 via zoom, and it was great to welcome 
our two new committee members– Leanne and Juliet, but we have 
received notification that three other members are reluctantly 
resigning at the end of the year -   Viki, Stef and Irena. They have 
offered to provide any help and service we need but cannot get to 
meetings and feel they cannot continue the commitment of committee 
membership. One of the positions we will be needing to fill is looking 
after the Web Page and Facebook page. If there is anyone out there 
who could help out here please approach a committee member.
For those who like to talk about the film on night you will be interested 
to know that that an informal coffee and discussion group is starting 
at the Ora D’oro café/restaurant just over the road from the Cinema. 
This will be quite informal so there will be no organised leader. Look 
forward to seeing you there.

There are currently 453 members. To increase membership, we are 
reintroducing the ‘Member bring a member’ campaign. There is the 
chance to win Cinema tickets or a bottle of wine at the end of the 
year for your efforts. 

Half yearly memberships will be available beginning July 12 and pro 
rata memberships are available at other times. Please ensure that 
anyone who joins as a result of your encouragement indicates this on 
the membership form.

Unfortunately, the cinema lifts are still “not lifting”, and will not be for 
some time. There is an issue with getting parts from overseas at 
the moment. Please let any members who need the lift know of this 
situation.

We are planning to trial an afternoon screening on July 26, for 
‘Portrait of a lady on fire’, which will likely start at 2.00. There will still 
be an evening screening that day as well. Put this in your diary and 
watch for more details.
Juliet has contacted our local radio station 98.1 and is working with Viki 
and John to finalise the content of the announcements to be broadcast. 
Stay tuned. 

Continue to enjoy good films in good company.

Jean Middleton
President


